NOTES:
1. BACKSET MAY VARY WHEN USED WITH COORDINATOR DEPENDING ON TYPE USED. USE 2 3/4" BACKSET FOR WOOD FIRE DOORS.
2. REMOVE GLASS STOP OR BEAD IN AREA OF DEVICE IF REQUIRED UNLESS GBK IS USED.
3. MOUNTING HOLES TO BE PREPARED AT INSTALLATION ON DOOR.
4. FOR OUTSIDE TRIM PREPARATION, WHEN REQUIRED, SEE ADDITIONAL TRIM TEMPLATE.

5/8" DIA. THRU TO CYLINDER CUTOUT

OMIT FOR 98/9927EO AND 98/9927EO-F EXIT ONLY DEVICES

LHR APPLICATION SHOWN, RHR APPLICATION OPPOSITE

RECOMMENDED DOOR UNDERCUT IS 1/4" FROM FINISHED FLOOR (PANIC & FIRE) OR 1/8" FROM THRESHOLD (PANIC ONLY).